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CDS First Service Provider to Deliver Comprehensive Relativity Suite
Complete Discovery Source Actively Deploying All Modules of the Platform for End-to-End eDiscovery Services

NEW YORK – Complete Discovery Source, a leading eDiscovery company, has announced that they are the first service

provider to deliver clients the full Relativity suite for active cases. An Orange-level Relativity Best in Service partner, CDS

is a pioneer in supporting the full EDRM workflow in Relativity. CDS has been a Relativity Best in Service partner for five

years.

“For our clients, we trust Relativity for each stage of the eDiscovery life cycle,” said Garrett Bendel, COO of CDS. “The

seamless modules provide the workflows required to support the most demanding discovery projects. It’s exceptionally

reliable, and it consistently produces the results that our clients demand.”

As a fully featured, web-based eDiscovery platform, Relativity provides a comprehensive e-discovery solution that allows

users to streamline and customize their workflows during legal hold, collection, processing, and review, along with

providing analytics, computer-assisted review, and mobile case prep. CDS is seeing strong results with end-to-end

implementation. For example, CDS processed more than 8 TBs of data in just a few weeks, while pumping data directly

into a Relativity workspace, reducing the amount of time it took to get native files ready for review. CDS also recently

helped a client with a government request by using Relativity Assisted Review to reduce the number of documents for

manual review by 85 percent.

“CDS is a long-time partner, and we’re excited that they chose to adopt the entire Relativity stack to deliver eDiscovery

solutions for their customers,” said Andrew Sieja, president and CEO of kCura. “Both of our teams are committed to

providing great service and continuing to make eDiscovery easier and more efficient.”

Complete Discovery Source will be upgrading to Relativity 9, the latest Relativity release, in February 2015, which will

also include CDS’ proprietary dashboards and add-ons. CDS will be meeting with clients at Legal Tech New York February

3-5, 2015 to demonstrate its managed services offering, end-to-end Relativity platform and proprietary software. For

more information or an appointment at Legal Tech, contact getstarted@cdslegal.com.

About Complete Discovery Source - eDiscovery

Complete Discovery Source (CDS) is a leading eDiscovery company. CDS is ranked number one by both the National Law

Journal and New York Law Journal, and is a trusted advisor to the Am Law 100 and Fortune 500. CDS uses advanced,

tested, and defensible services and software to support all stages and types of eDiscovery, including domestic and cross-

border matters, initial data evaluation and analysis (IDEA™), workflow consulting, processing, review hosting, and

production.” CDS is an Orange-Level Best-in-Service Relativity® Provider, one of the largest and highest volume

footprints supporting that platform. CDS is headquartered in New York, with regional offices in Chicago, Washington DC,

and San Francisco. The company maintains high security, ISO 27001 certified hosting and SSAE 16 SOC 1 Type 2 audited

data centers in multiple cities. Complete Discovery Source's web site is http://www.cdslegal.com.

About kCura

Recognized as a "Leader" in Gartner's 2014 E-Discovery Magic Quadrant, kCura are the developers of the e-discovery

software Relativity. Relativity has more than 100,000 active users worldwide from organizations including the U.S.

Department of Justice and 195 of the AM Law 200. kCura helps corporations, law firms, and government agencies meet



eDiscovery challenges by installing Relativity on-premises and providing hosted, on-demand solutions through a global

network of partners. kCura has been ranked the 175th fastest-growing technology company in North

America on Deloitte's Technology Fast 500 and named one of Chicago's Top Workplaces by the Chicago Tribune. Please

visit www.kcura.com for more information.
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